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Low Overhead Scheduling of LoRa Transmissions

for Improved Scalability
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Abstract—Recently, LoRaWAN has attracted much attention
for the realization of many IoT applications because it offers
low-power, long-distance and low-cost wireless communication.
Recent works have shown that the LoRaWAN specification for
class A devices comes with scalability limitations due to the
ALOHA-like nature of the MAC layer. In this paper, we propose
a synchronization and scheduling mechanism for LoRaWAN
networks consisting of class A devices. The mechanism runs on
top of the LoRaWAN MAC layer. A central Network Synchro-
nization and Scheduling Entity will schedule uplink and downlink
transmissions. In order to reduce the synchronization packet
length, all time slots that are being assigned to an end node
are encoded in a probabilistic space-efficient data structure. An
end node will check if a time slot is part of the received data
structure in order to determine when to transmit. Time slots
are assigned based on the traffic needs of the end nodes. We
show that in case of a non-saturated multi-channel LoRaWAN
network with synchronization being done in a separate channel,
the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is easily 7% (for SF7) to 30%
(for SF12) higher than in an unsynchronized LoRaWAN network.
For saturated networks, the differences in PDR become more
profound as nodes are only scheduled as long as they can be
accommodated given the remaining capacity of the network.
The synchronization process will use less than 3 mAh extra
battery capacity per end node during a one year period, for
synchronization periods longer than 3 days. This is less than the
battery capacity used to transmit packets that are going to be
lost in an unsynchronized network due to collisions.

Index Terms—LoRa, LoRaWAN, synchronization, scheduling,
probabilistic data structures, Bloom filters

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things is finding its way into different

domains ranging from environmental monitoring, building au-

tomation, logistics, smart cities, etc. This diversity of domains

where IoT is being applied also brings diversity in terms of

the applications that have to be supported. The forecast of

the number of end devices that will be connected by the

end of the decade says that there will be up to 20.8 billion

end nodes, compared to 6 billion currently deployed [1]. A

majority of these devices will use wireless technology to

connect to the backbone network, requiring highly scalable

wireless networks in order to serve such high numbers of

end nodes. Moreover, many of these devices will be battery

powered and will only require low data rate and low power
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communication. The type of networks supporting such use

cases are called Low Power Wide Are Networks (LPWAN).

Today, different LPWAN technologies exists such as: SigFox

[2], NBIot [3], LoRaWAN [4], Weightless [5] etc.

One of the LPWAN technologies that has gained great

interest in recent years is LoRaWAN. LoRaWAN builds on

top of the LoRa physical layer, which has been patented by

Semtech [6]. The combination of LoRaWAN at the MAC

layer and LoRa at the physical layer makes it possible for

end devices to only consume little power and communicate

over long distances up to several kilometers. A number of

LoRaWAN networks have already been deployed in different

countries, but there are still doubts in the research community

regarding the scalability of these networks [7].

Different aspects of LoRaWAN are already being studied

by the research community such as network scalability, self-

interference, spreading factor orthogonality etc. Until now, to

the best of our knowledge, only very few studies are address-

ing how to improve the weak points of LoRaWAN. We believe

that by properly scheduling transmissions of end nodes, we can

boost up network scalability and traffic reliability significantly,

without changing the MAC behavior of the end nodes. When

done right, the power that is currently used to transmit packets

that will never arrive at the gateway due to collisions can be

used to perform the required synchronization and scheduling,

not increasing the overall energy consumption.

In this paper, we present the design of a low overhead fine-

grained synchronization and scheduling scheme for LoRaWAN

networks, where the timing and amount of transmissions of

end devices is dictated by a central entity that resides in

the network, preferably at the Network Server. This entity

schedules transmissions of end devices by sending a list of

time slot indexes when they are allowed to transmit. These

indexes are encoded in a probabilistic data structure using

Bloom filters. This reduces the size of the messages that are

needed to perform the synchronization and scheduling.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II we will give an introduction to LoRaWAN networks and

their limitations with respect to network scalability, followed

by an overview of related work in Section III. Section IV

motivates our approach, followed by a detailed description

of our novel scheduling scheme in SectionV. Section VII

presents the analysis of the resulting performance together

with an evaluation of the battery usage overhead of the

proposed scheme. Finally, section VIII concludes the paper

and discusses some possibilities on how the current work can

be extended.
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II. LORAWAN AND ITS LIMITATIONS

The LoRaWAN technology can be separated into two parts:

the LoRa physical layer, that has been patented by Semtech

[6], and the MAC layer protocol and network system architec-

ture, called LoRaWAN, designed by the LoRa Alliance [8].

For the LoRa physical layer, spread spectrum modulation

and forward error correction techniques are used to make the

communication robust against noise and interference and to

increase the receiver sensitivity. Each bit of information is rep-

resented by multiple chips of information that are transmitted

over a 125kHz LoRa channel. By increasing the spreading

factor, the number of chips per symbol is increased, thereby

decreasing the nominal data rate. Six different spreading

factors (SF) are used, ranging from 7 to 12, that are orthogonal

to each other [6]. The selection of a SF is a trade-off between

coverage range and data rate. The higher the SF, the higher

the coverage and lower the data rate is. The number of chips

per symbol is calculated as 2SF . Forward error correction

codes (FEC) with code rates 4/5 up to 4/8 are used to find

erroneous bits, while diagonal interleaving is used to make

the communication robust against burst interference.

LoRa networks can operate in the 433-, 868- or 915-MHz

frequency bands. In Europe, only the 868- and 433-MHz bands

can be used. In the 868-MHz band, there are three 125-kHz

channels that are mandatory to be supported by every end

device. There are another five 125-kHz channels in the 867-

MHz sub-band that can be used for LoRa communication [4],

with 1% duty cycle per sub-band and 14 dBm transmit power.

Optionally, if the high power high duty cycle 125-KHz channel

at 869,52 MHz is used (10% duty cycle, 20 dBm tx power),

then only 4 channels from the 867 MHz sub-band can be used

[9].

In addition to the robust LoRa physical layer, the LoRaWAN

MAC layer provides the medium access control mechanism

that enables communication between multiple end devices

and their gateway(s). A star topology is used for LoRaWAN

networks, consisting of one or more gateways that relay

traffic between end devices and a central network server. The

network server manages the end devices and the gateways

and is responsible for de-duplicating the traffic in uplink and

scheduling downlink transmissions, if needed.

The LoRaWAN standard defines three classes of end de-

vices, namely A, B and C. In Class A devices, any uplink

transmission is followed by two receiving downlink windows

that are opened 1 and 2 seconds, respectively, after the end

of the uplink transmission. It is the responsibility of the

network server to schedule the downlink traffic at the exact

time and to perform the timing control. Transmission in

the second receive window happens in the high power high

duty cycle channel (869.52 MHz) using SF12 to maximize

the chances for reception [10]. There is no possibility of

downlink communication without uplink triggering, so every

downlink communication has to wait for a preceeding uplink

communication. In Europe, if communication happens in the

868 MHz band, both gateways and end devices have to comply

with a duty cycle limit of 1%.

One of the main concerns for LoRaWAN networks is

their scalability. As the LoRaWAN MAC layer for class A

devices behaves as an ALOHA-like MAC protocol, there is

no mechanism to ensure the reliability of communication and

to boost up the scalability of the network. Currently different

methods are used to increase the reliability such as asking for

a confirmation of reception by the network, sending multiple

times the same packet in different channels, using adaptive

data rate (ADR), etc. The first approach is not convenient

for single gateway networks due to duty cycle limitations in

downlink, which prevent a large number of end devices to be

served in downlink. In the second case, multiple transmissions

of the same packet in different channels results in a decrease

in available capacity. Moreover, when high SFs are used, the

interference will increase due to the long time on air of the

packets.

Class A end devices consume the lowest power as they

are asleep most of the time and are the basic set of features

that each LoRaWAN end device needs to implement. In this

study we only consider class A devices. For other classes of

end devices, we refer the reader to the LoRaWAN standard

document in [8].

III. RELATED WORK

LoRa technology and LoRaWAN networks have received

attention by the research community in recent years as one

of the enabling wireless technologies of IoT. Different studies

have been published on LoRaWAN network scalability and

reliability. A number of studies have investigated the capacity

and scalability by modeling LoRaWAN networks as pure

ALOHA networks [11], [12], [13], while others [14], [15],

[16], [7] did not use the ALOHA model for LoRaWAN

analyses. However, analyses based on ALOHA-like models

underestimate the capacity of LoRaWAN networks by failing

to adequately asses the impact of interference in the network.

In [14] a mathematical model to evaluate the packet error

rate based on offered load is presented. A simulation model

that is based on real interference measurements is presented

in [15]. Further, in [16] a scalability analysis of LoRaWAN

networks is performed using a LoRa error model together with

the LoRaWAN MAC protocol in the ns-3 network simulator.

In [7], a scalability study for LoRaWAN based on a stochastic

geometry framework is presented. They show that the coverage

probability drops exponentially with an increasing number of

end devices. Two methods for decreasing the inter-network

interference and for improving the reception rate are the usage

of directional antennas and the usage of multiple base stations.

The impact of these two methods in decreasing the inter-

network interference in LoRaWANs is studied in [17].

So far, a limited number of techniques to improve scalability

issues have been proposed, mostly by improving the spreading

factor assignment to nodes [18], [19], [20], [21]. In [18]

the SFs and power transmissions are assigned to nodes by

minimizing the collision rate within the same spreading factor.

This results in a higher PDR for end nodes at the periphery of

the network. In [19], SFs are assigned by equalizing the time

on air of packets sent by each node. In [20], the adaptive data

rate algorithm is improved by considering the average SNR
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values of the last 20 transmissions for determining the SF for

the end node. This increases the PDR of the network for about

+50%.

Other studies show the benefits of synchronized transmis-

sions, however without implementing any algorithm. In [22],

authors show how a synchronization scheme is able to boost

up LoRaWAN network scalability by introducing a TSCH-

like scheduling system for LoRa. In [11], authors show the

theoretical LoRaWAN capacity as a function of the number of

end nodes per gateway under perfect synchronization assump-

tions. So, to the best of our knowledge, no existing work has

designed and evaluated a low overhead synchronization and

scheduling solution for LoRaWAN class A devices that can

further improve scalability in LoRaWAN networks, which is

the key contribution of this work and which will be discussed

in the following sections.

IV. MOTIVATION

The LoRaWAN MAC layer for class A devices uses pure

ALOHA as channel access technique. This channel access

technique is power efficient, as it does not require any ”listen

before talk” mechanism. As a downside, the number of colli-

sions in the network will increase with an increasing number of

nodes. This will decrease the total throughput of the network

and will increase the average power usage per delivered packet

of end devices.

One way to improve the network scalability, one might

think, is using slotted ALOHA, where time is globally syn-

chronized and transmissions may only take place in slots.

However, this approach is far from optimal for the following

reason. In [15], we showed that different packet parts have

different degrees of importance when it comes to interference.

E.g. in case the preamble and header of a LoRaWAN packet

are interfered then the packet cannot be decoded correctly. By

applying slotted ALOHA, we will let all interfering transmis-

sions start at the same time (± the clock drift accuracy) while

they will have different end times for different packet lengths.

As such, the parts that will be most affected by interference,

are at the beginning of the packet, i.e. preamble and header,

meaning that the whole packet will be corrupted and dropped

by the gateway. On the other hand, in pure ALOHA without

such global synchronization and discrete times, transmission

times are continuous and random, lowering the probability that

the preamble and header interfere with other transmissions and

positively affecting scalability.

As a consequence, slotted ALOHA will not greatly increase

scalability and more advanced scheduling techniques need to

be applied where communication slots are assigned to end

nodes. In [22], authors show how one can boost up the

LoRaWAN network scalability by introducing a TSCH-like

scheduling system for LoRa. However, in case the slot length

encompasses the maximum packet transmission duration as

well as both receive windows, much of the capacity will be

lost due to receive windows that might never be used.

Therefore, we propose a fine-grained synchronization and

scheduling solution for LoRaWAN networks where a Network

Synchronization and Scheduling Entity (NSSE) resides at

the LoRaWAN Network Server. Considering the fact that

for LoRaWAN class A devices, downlink communication is

always triggered by uplink traffic, our synchronization and

scheduling method must be triggered by the end nodes. By

means of infrequent signaling messages between the end node

to the NSSE, and triggered by the end node, the end node can

become synchronized and get communication slots assigned.

The scheduling of communication slots by the NSSE is based

on several end node parameters such as uplink traffic update

rate, clock drift accuracy and/or resynchronization frequency.

In order not to break the LoRaWAN MAC standard, all

signaling messages run on top of the LoRaWAN MAC layer.

As an alternative one could consider beaconing based

solutions, where gateways generate beacons towards all end

nodes. However, this requires all nodes to listen for such

beacons, conflicting with the behavior of class A LoRaWAN

devices and increasing the energy consumption. Further, the

size of beacon packets is limited, so including scheduling

information inside beacons and doing this for large number of

nodes, would either require very large packets or very frequent

beacons towards subsets of nodes. The latter again conflict

with the duty cycle limitations gateways must adhere to. Last

but not least, in order for a gateway to serve all nodes with

synchronization beacons, only SF12 can be used due to the

longer coverage. This result in long time on air and longer

waiting times between each transmission. Contrary, if lower

SFs are used for beaconing, the synchronization coverage zone

will decrease. Considering all the above limitations regarding

beaconing based solutions, we can motivate our decision to

design the proposed synchronization and scheduling process

as an active process, triggered by the end nodes.

As the synchronization is an active process, it might have

an impact on data transmission if it happens in-band, i.e.

using the same channel that is being used for scheduled data

transmissions. Unsynchronized nodes can interfere with al-

ready synchronized nodes during transmissions of their initial

synchronization requests. If the initial synchronization happens

out-of-band this will be alleviated. The next limitation is the

half-duplex property of gateways. If at a certain time, an uplink

transmission is scheduled for an end node, the gateway has to

listen to this translation and cannot simultaneously reply to

synchronization requests even when happening in a different

channel. Once synchronized, further resynchronization can be

scheduled in advance by the network and can happen in the

same band as the data traffic without impacting that traffic. So,

the proposed solution foresees different combinations of the in-

band and out-of-band synchronization and resynchronization

policies. In Figure 1 the synchronization packet flow is shown.

In the following section, we discuss in further detail the

designed solution.

V. INFREQUENT SYNCHRONIZATION AND FINE-GRAINED

SCHEDULING

A. End Node and NSSE Signaling

The NSSE is a central scheduler for the LoRaWAN network

that schedules all uplink and downlink transmission for end

nodes. Time is divided in time slots that can accommodate the
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Fig. 1. Generic synchronization packet flow over time.

longest transmission in the network plus the guard time. The

guard time is calculated based on the maximal synchronization

period in the network and the clock accuracy of end nodes.

Each time slot is identified by its time slot index, which

increases with time.

At the end node side, on top of the LoRaWAN MAC layer,

there is a synchronization component that is responsible for

generating synchronization requests and processing synchro-

nization replies. Inside a synchronization request, the end

node can include information such as the requested uplink

traffic periodicity, clock accuracy and/or resynchronization

periodicity. Once the synchronization request is received by

the NSSE, the information is processed and the lookup of

available time slots for the end node can start. The time

slot assignment is based on the availability of time slots, the

information that is included in the synchronization request,

the SNR and channel at which the synchronization request

has been received. A time slot is assigned to an end node

only if:

• the time slot is available (not used);

• an already assigned end node on that time slot uses a

different channel than the requesting node;

• the assignment of that slot to the requesting node does

not decrease the SNR for already assigned nodes and for

the node itself considering an acceptable threshold;

Each assigned node in a slot will be seen as a source

of interference for other co-assigned nodes. Thus the last

condition makes sure that the newly assigned slot will not

degrade the communication quality for other already assigned

nodes in that slot.

The number of assigned time slots to an end node de-

pends on the information provided by the end node in the

synchronization request packet. If the end node provides the

required synchronization and traffic periodicity, the number of

assigned time slots will be Sp÷Tp, Tp and Sp being traffic and

synchronization period, respectively. If only clock accuracy

and traffic periodicity are provided, a set of time slots is

Current Offset (CO)

Synch Req

Tx 

Delay Rx Time

RW1 = 1s

Current Slot (CS)

Tx Delay
Rx Time

Synch Rep

DS|CO|CS

Next Slot Start:

f(CO,CS,Rx_Time)

t

NSEN

Schedule Schedule

Fig. 2. Synchronization process between end node and Network Synchro-
nization and Scheduling Entity.

assigned to the node, after which the node must resynchronize.

This assures that an end node does not interfere with other end

nodes due to the clock inaccuracy.

In the reply back to the end node, the NSSE at the Network

Server includes the current time slot index, the time offset

in the current time slot and the future time slots indexes

during which the end node is allowed to transmit. As the

number of assigned time slots can be high and time indexes

large because of the infrequent synchronization, the time slot

indexes cannot be transmitted as a raw sequence of indexes

due to packet length limitations. Rather, the assigned time

slots are communicated to the end node using a space-efficient

probabilistic data structure (Bloom filters) [23], as is explained

in Subsection V-B. This data structure always produces a fixed

length bit array that probabilistically represents whether a time

slot is part of that data structure or not.

Based on the current time slot index and time offset in the

current time slot information contained in the reply packet, as

well as knowing the SF that was used in downlink and which

receive window, the end node determines the current point

in time as seen from the network. From that moment, the

end node starts increasing the time slot index every TSlength,

which is assumed to be known by every node in the network.

This is shown in Figure 2.

Once the synchronization has been performed and slots

have been assigned to the end node, a scheduling component

in the end node can check for every increment of the time

slot index, whether that index is part of the probabilistic data

structure. If so, the node can schedule a data transmission in

the next slot. In order to save energy and decrease processing,

the checking of the data structure can be done according to

the traffic periodicity, i.e. in a time window following the

next planned transmission. This will also avoid false positives

outside that time window, as Bloom filters are associated with

false positives.

B. Time slot assignment and retrieval using Bloom filters

Fine-grained scheduling on a per node basis is not possible

without two main mechanisms: a mechanism to assign time
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slots to individual end nodes by the NSSE and a mechanism

for an end node to find which slots have been assigned.

For each synchronization request, the NSSE at the Network

Server will decide to answer or not based on the already

scheduled data transmissions for other end nodes in uplink

and the duty cycle limitations of the gateways in downlink.

As LoRa gateways are half duplex, the NSSE will only reply

to a synchronization request in case the reply does not interrupt

any scheduled uplink transmission. Based on the uplink traffic

requirements and resynchronization periodicity requested by

the end node, the NSSE will look up available time slots. Time

slots will be filled in a ”first come first serve” manner. This

means that when a request is received by the NSSE, it checks

whether the time slot after the requested traffic periodicity is

available. If it is available, it will be assigned to that node,

and the NSSE will continue to look for a slot in the next

period. If it is not available, it will search for the first time

slot that is available in positive direction from the start of the

traffic period. This is shown in Figure 3. So, as a consequence,

the scheduled time slot can only be located at the requested

traffic periodicity time or in its positive time direction. This

rule makes it possible for the end node to only start checking

for scheduled time slots at the beginning of every new traffic

period and guarantees that no assigned time slots are missed.

If a time slot is being assigned, it will be added to the

space-efficient data structure. The lookup for available time

slots will continue until n ∗ Tp > Sp, where n is increased

every time a time slot for a traffic period is added to the

data structure. It can happen that for a certain number of end

devices and traffic requests, the full capacity of the network

is reached. If this is the case, the NSSE will no longer reply

to new synchronization requests. If the synchronization reply

is not received, the end node will defer sending requests for a

time. End nodes will send synchronization request with a 0.1%

duty cycle, similar to the join request duty cycle in LoRaWAN

standard [8]. This is done in order not to overflow the network

with synchronization requests once the maximum capacity has

been reached. The complete algorithm for assigning time slots

to requesting nodes is given in Figure 4.

In our current implementation, Bloom filters [23] are used

for the realization of the space-efficient probabilistic time slot

data structures. Bloom filters are used to check whether an

element is part of the data structure or not. There can be false

positives, but no false negatives, meaning that one time slot is

either ”not assigned” to the node or is ”probably assigned”.

Two parameters are crucial for Bloom filters: the filter size in

bits and the number of hash functions being used. The false

positive probability of a Bloom filter, p, is determined by the

number of entries in the data structure, n, the filter size in bits,

m, and the number of hash functions used, k, and given by the

following expression [24]:

p ≈ (1− e−kn/m)k (1)

In order to speed up the hash function calculation, we use

the double hashing technique [25], where all k hash values are

calculated using only two hash functions:

X X TX T X X X X

T Slot is assigned to end node

X Slot is already assigned

T X X X X X T X

t

Scheduled Time 

Slot

Scheduled Time 
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Scheduled Time 

Slot

Scheduled Time 
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Data periodicity Data periodicity Data periodicity

Fig. 3. Finding available time slots by the NSSE, considering the traffic
periodicity of the end node.
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Fig. 4. Algorithm at the NSSE for assigning time slots to end nodes.

hashi(x,m) = (hasha(x) + i× hashb(x))%m (2)

with m the Bloom filter size, hasha and hashb two hash

functions and i an ordinate and % modulus operation.

The data structure then provides all time slots until the next

resynchronization period. This information is communicated

by the NSSE to the end node, together with the next resyn-

chronization time slot, expressed as a time slot offset to the

current time slot.

In order to decrease the false positive probability for

neighboring entries, cryptographic hash functions can be used

provided they are not too time consuming and power hungry.

Cryptographic hash functions have high avalanche effects,

producing totally non-similar hash outputs for similar hash

functions inputs. This is beneficial in case of the periodic

checkups for increasing slot indexes at the end node side.

At the end node side, the reverse procedure of Bloom

filtering needs to be done. We assume all hash functions that

are used to add entries to the data structure are known to all

nodes in the network. The end node needs to pass the time

slot index to be checked to these hash functions. The output

value, a bit vector, is compared with the bit values inside the

data structure. If the set bit positions are different from those

inside the data structure, the time slot is certainly not part of

the data structure and the end node cannot transmit in that

time slot. As it is shown in Figure 3, the assigned time slot

is always assigned at the beginning of the requested traffic
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RECEIVE SYNCHRONIZATION OR RESYNCHRONIZATION REPLY

RETREIVE DATA STRUCTURE FROM PACKET

GO TO SLEEP UNTILL NEXT TRANSMISION PERIOD

CHECK IF THE NEXT SLOT 

IS PART OF DATA 

STRUCTURE

No

SCHEDULE DATA PACKET TRANSMISION IN NEXT SLOT

Yes

Optional

Fig. 5. Algorithm for checking if time slot is part of data structure in the
end node. Optional part can be removed for continuous check up.

periodicity or in its positive time direction. So, the node can

start checking if the time slot is part of the data structure on

every data traffic period. If the first time slot is not part of it,

the end node can move on to the next slot and continue until

a slot is found. Once found, the end node can defer checking

for other time slots until the next data traffic period. As such,

the number of checkups will reduce and false positive outside

these time windows will not occur. In Figure 5 the algorithm

to check for the assignment of time slots at the end node side

is given.

VI. MATHEMATICAL OPTIMALITY PROBLEM

In single gateway networks there is a trade off between

traffic frequency and synchronization frequency. The time

slot length must be increased with increasing synchronization

periods as it has to take into account the clock drift of end

nodes within one synchronization period. This in turn result

in a lower amount of time slots for data traffic. On the

other hand, the number of end nodes that can be served with

synchronization replies by a single gateway will increase with

an increasing synchronization period. So, for a given traffic

periodicity and clock drift and assuming this is the same for

all nodes, there will be an optimal synchronization frequency,

where the number of available time slots within one traffic

period will be equal or lower than the number of end nodes

that can be served with synchronization replies by the gateway

within one synchronization period.

Let f1 be the function that describes the number of time

slots within one traffic period as a function of the synchroniza-

tion period. Let f2 be the function that describes the relation

between the number of end nodes that can be served within

one synchronization period by a gateway as a function of that

synchronization period. While function f1 decreases monoton-

ically with an increasing synchronization period, function f2
increases monotonically with it. The optimal synchronization

period will be the period that fulfills the condition:

f1(SP ) <= f2(SP )|SP = SPOpt; (3)

where SPOpt is the optimal synchronization period.

Let TP be the traffic periodicity and TSlength the time slot

length. The function f1 can be written as:

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Data packet length 21 B

Sync REQ length 15 B

Sync REP length 28 B

Resync Period 1 day

Traffic Period 10 min

Tx power 14 dBm

Simulated Time 25 h

Cell Radius1

(SF12,SF11,SF10,SF9,SF8,SF7)
(6100,4500,3600,3050,2600,2300) m

Time Slot Length 2

(SF12,SF11,SF10,SF9,SF8,SF7)
(2.67,1.88,1.37,1.14,1.02,0.94) s

1Coverage determined using LogDistancePropagationLoss model for a

PER of 0.01. See [16]. 210ppm clock drift for 24h is considered too.

f1(SP ) =
TP

TSlength
; (4)

Let At be the air time of the synchronization reply and

Wt the waiting time between two consecutive synchronization

replies by the gateway. The function f2 can be written as

function of synchronization period as:

f2(SP ) =
SP

At +Wt
; (5)

All the right parts of equations 4 and 5 are functions

of known variables and SP . Further, TSlength = AtMax
+

Cldrift ∗SP , where AtMax
is the air time of the largest packet

that can be transmitted and Cldrift is the clock drift of the end

node, both known variables. Thus, for a fixed TP , the optimal

synchronization period can be calculated using equation 3 for

SP .

VII. RESULTS

To validate our approach, we implemented the proposed

synchronization scheme on top of our LoRaWAN simulator

[16] [26] in ns3. The synchronization and scheduling compo-

nents run on top of the LoRaWAN MAC layer together with

the application layer on both ends, i.e. the end device and

Network Server. The NSSE at the Network Server keeps track

of the schedule by updating the time slot index. Each time

slot assignment that is made by the NSSE, is saved in a data

structure that includes the channel at which the communication

happens, the node ID to which the time slot is assigned and

the SNR value with which the synchronization request was

received. These data structures are saved in an unordered

hash map with the time slot index as key word. For memory

efficiency, after every time slot index increment, all data

structures of previous time slots will be cleared from the map.

In the current end node implementation, the end node sends

the synchronization request, thereby asking for a certain data

traffic period. Further, the implemented mechanism ensures

the synchronization duty cycle to be less than 0.1%.

In the following sections we show the results in terms of

network packet delivery ratios (PDR) for an increasing number
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of devices in the network. We also show the total number of

data packets successfully delivered over the network. In this

set of simulations, the time slot assignment is done based

on the requested traffic periodicity by the end nodes. The

synchronization periodicity is set to 1 day, while the time

slot length is fixed to accommodate the longest transmitted

packet. The implemented Bloom filter uses a filter length of

64 bits and 6 hash functions. We used the Murmur hash

function [27] to calculate the hash values for the Bloom

filter entries together with double hashing for speeding up

hash calculations. The Murmur function has a low avalanche

effect, meaning that similar inputs have similar output hashes.

This will increase hash similarities for neighboring time slots

and thus false positives. However, as it will be shown, the

impact of false positives when using the Murmur function

is still sufficiently low, while its implementation simplicity

determined our choice. The data packet size used was 21

bytes and no downlink data traffic was considered except for

scheduled in-band resynchronization replies. The rest of the

simulation parameters are described in Table I.

End nodes are uniformly distributed in the cell. The cell

radius coverage is determined using a Log Distance Propaga-

tion model for a PER of 0.01% for each SF. The traffic model

for each end node is assumed to be periodic with a uniform

distribution of transmissions by end nodes in the first data

period. As such, transmissions of nodes are randomized within

the data period. All subsequent transmissions are determined

based on the data period and potential clock drift over time.

The clock drift is modeled as uniformly random between

[−drift,+drift], where drift is the maximal drift that can

happen during the time period until next transmission. This

makes it possible for the device to start a transmission even

before the exact time period if it experiences a negative clock

drift. This is realized by calculating the exact time when the

end node has to transmit ± the drift drawn by the random

process. A 10 ppm clock drift for each end node is considered.

For the synchronized case, the length of the time slots was

set in order to account for the time-on-air of the packet as

well as the clock drift that can occur during the maximal

synchronization periodicity and for a clock accuracy of 10

ppm.

Simulations are done using multiple data channels. Three

125 kHz channels at 868 MHz are considered. In the first

case, the synchronization traffic uses the same channels as

the data traffic (in-band synchronization) while in the second

case the synchronization traffic uses the high power (20

dBm) high duty cycle (10%) channel at 868.52 MHz (out-of-

band synchronization). In the second case, the impact of yet

unsynchronized nodes on the already synchronized nodes will

be alleviated and be practically zero. To be able to evaluate

the proposed solution under saturated conditions, i.e. more

uplink traffic demand than can be handled by the available

network capacity, we opt to let end nodes transmit every 10

minutes and assess the network performance during a 1 hour

period. This enables us to limit the execution time of the

simulations as saturation can be achieved with less nodes.

However, in order to also consider the impact of clock drift on

the scheduling mechanism, i.e. slots must incorporate a guard

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

SF

Number of time

slots in one data

period of 10 min.

Total number of

end nodes that

can be supported.1

SF12 224 672

SF11 318 954

SF10 436 1308

SF9 522 1566

SF8 588 1764

SF7 632 1896

1Time slots that are needed to be used for resynchronization are not
considered in this table as that one is case specific depending

how many end nodes are scheduled to be resynchronized.

time, we consider a warm-up period of 1 day during which

nodes are being added to the network and get synchronized.

This warm-up period is then followed by the 1 hour data

transmission period. So, worst case, an end node starts at the 1

hour data transmission period with a clock drift built up during

1 day. We run the simulations on the imec Virtual Wall testbed

[28]. Even with the above approach, a single simulation could

go up to 12 hours even on a server with a 2x Quad core

2.2GHz CPU and 12GB RAM.

In Table II, the maximal number of time slots in one data

period is shown. The maximal number of supported end nodes

will be approximately three times higher as we are using three

different channels. These numbers do not include the time

slots reserved for resynchronization as they are case specific,

depending on how many nodes need to be resynchronized

within one data traffic interval. The simulated range of end

devices is selected based on Table II. This range accounts

for the maximal number of supported end devices per data

period as well as some cases where the range is higher to see

the impact in both the synchronized and unsynchronized case.

For these numbers of end devices, there are no limitations

with respect to the amount of synchronization replies from

the gateway (due to duty cycle) as the synchronization period

is sufficiently long. In this case, the gateway can send from

∼ 5300 synchronization packets in one day for SF12 up to

∼ 112609 in case of SF7. These numbers are much higher

than the total number of end devices that can be scheduled

with the given traffic periodicity.

A. In-band Synchronization

In case of in-band synchronization, all three channels are

used for data and synchronization information exchange. As

there is no separate channel for synchronization and the

synchronization process is an active process, unsynchronized

nodes may interfere with the data traffic of already synchro-

nized nodes. In this case, we expect a lower utilization of

the available capacity by end nodes and higher losses than

the out-of-band synchronization case. The number of end

devices in the network is based on the theoretical number

of supported devices in each case, as it is given in Table

II, thereby considering a range from below to above the

theoretical maximum supported end devices.
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In networks with a low number of end devices and where

synchronization frequencies are low, it is worthy not to ”waste”

a channel by reserving it only for synchronization information

(at least it should be used for both synchronization and normal

random access traffic, i..e non-scheduled traffic). The PDR

behavior depends on the SF. As it is shown in Figure 6,

the synchronization method achieves a better PDR than the

unsynchronized case for SF12 to SF9 (note that only SF12

results are included in the figure), while for SF7 and SF8

(note that only SF7 results are included in the figure), the

PDRs for both cases are similar. For the synchronized case,

the decrease in PDR is due to false positives of the Bloom

filter in case the number of end devices is lower than the

theoretical maximum. In case the number of end devices

becomes higher than the theoretical maximum, part of the

losses is caused by unsynchronized nodes that will continue

sending synchronization request in the same channels as of

data traffic. However, this impact is lower than the one caused

by data traffic collisions in the unsynchronized case as it uses

only 0.1% duty cycling compared with 1% for data traffic.

For each SF, the synchronized solution achieves PDRs that

are above 90%.

Regarding the total number of delivered packets, the syn-

chronized case outperforms the unsynchronized case too.

However, the total number of delivered data packets is lower

than when the synchronization happens out-of-band. In case

of out-of-band synchronization, the NSSE needs to reserve

only one time slot per end device for sending synchronization

replies due to half duplex gateways. There is no need to reserve

any time slot for resynchronization requests as these happen in

a different channel and will not consume slots otherwise used

for data traffic. Contrary, in case of in-band synchronization,

as synchronization happens in the same channels as data

traffic, the NSSE needs to reserve one time slot for the syn-

chronization request and another one for the synchronization

reply, decreasing the number of time slots available for data

traffic. This will decrease the amount of delivered data packets

compared to out-of-band synchronization. This can be noticed

by comparing the curves of total delivery data packets for

synchronized case between Figures 6 and 7 for each case.

B. Out-of-band Synchronization

In Figure 7 the PDR only for SF12 and SF7 and different

number of end nodes in the network is given for out-of-

band synchronization. The number of simulated end devices

is determined based on Table II, again considering a range

from below to above the theoretical maximum supported end

devices. For all SFs, the synchronization method outperforms

the unsynchronized method in terms of PDR (in Figure 7),

being 7% (for SF7) up to 30% (for SF12) higher than the

unsynchronized case. The actual PDR for the synchronization

case is higher than 98% in all cases except in case of SF7. The

losses are mainly due to false positives of the Bloom filter as

well as low SNR losses related with peripheral end devices.

As we determined the cell radius based on 1% packet error

rates of the network [16], nodes at the periphery of the cell

experience higher packet losses due to worse SNR conditions.

Moreover, when the number of end nodes is increased the

number of peripheral nodes is increased too. These loses due

to peripheral nodes will not contribute to more than 1% of the

total losses in network.

In terms of the total number of delivered data packets, we

achieve the maximal achievable figures. Once the total number

of end devices is reached, e.g in Figure 7b cases of 1900-

2000 end devices, the total number of delivered data packet

stays steady while the PDR remains the same. This is due

to the fact that an increasing number of end devices will not

impact the data traffic of the synchronized end devices. The

reverse is valid for the unsynchronized case. Once the number

of end devices is increased, the data PDR will continue to

decrease as well as the total number of delivered data packets

(e.g. Figure 7b for SF7). Note that in case when the number

of end devices is higher than the maximum theoretical one,

a number of end devices will not transmit any data packet

as they will not get synchronized due to the lack of capacity.

This number is the difference of theoretical maximum number

of end devices from the actual number of end devices. Figure

7 shows results only for SF12 and SF7. Note that the same

behavior is observed for other SFs too.

Additional considerations: Calculating the data points

shown in Figures 6 and 7 is a compute intensive process

and takes up to 12 hours for a single simulation run even

on powerful machines (2x Quad core 2.2GHz CPU and 12GB

RAM). As such, running every simulation many times in order

to produce confidence intervals is very time consuming due to

the extensive simulation times. Nevertheless, in order to get

an idea of the accuracy of the obtained results, we selected the

scenario for 500 end nodes and SF12 and ran that simulation

50 times for both the synchronized and unsynchronized case.

In case of in-band synchronization, the average PDR across

all simulations was 0.96, with maximal and minimal values of

0.97 and 0.95, respectively. For the case of out-band synchro-

nization, we obtained an average of 0.986 and min-max values

of 0.981 and 0.991, respectively. For the unsynchronized case

with the same settings the average PDR value was 0.66 and

min-max values of 0.64 and 0.67, respectively. It can be

seen that the min-max values do not deviate that much from

the average. This can be explained because each simulation

already involves quite some randomness including the end

node distribution model in the cell, the traffic model and the

clock drift model, and the PDR value shown is the value

obtained by averaging the individual PDR values for a large

number of nodes.

To further assess the performance improvement of our so-

lution, we compare the worst case end node PDR experienced

by a single node for the out-of-band synchronization case with

both the best case end node PDR experienced by a node and

the average PDR over all nodes for the unsynchronized case.

This is shown in Table III. This is an extreme comparison

that gives more insights in the improvements that the proposed

synchronization scheme brings. It can be seen that in case of

SF12-SF10 the best case end node PDR for the unsynchro-

nized case will not even pass the worst case end node PDR

for the out-of-band synchronization case. In addition to this,

the average PDR in the unsynchronized case is lower than
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(b) Spreading factor 7, data rate 5.

Fig. 6. PDR and the total number of delivered data packets for synchronized and unsynchronized case using multiple channels. Synchronization is done in
the same channels as the data traffic channels. Similar behavior is observed for other SFs too.
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Fig. 7. PDR and the total number of delivered data packets for synchronized and unsynchronized case using multiple channels. Synchronization is done in a
different channel than the data traffic channels. Similar behavior is observed for other SFs too.

the worst case node PDR in the out-of-band synchronization

case for SF12 to SF9. In case of SF8 and SF7, the average

PDR for the unsynchronized case is only 0.06 higher than the

worst case node PDR in out-of-band synchronization case, but

of course lower than the average PDR for the unsynchronized

case as shown in Figure 7 (for SF7).

Currently, ALOHA is used for massive scale IoT where

periodic monitoring traffic is used. The scope of the proposed

synchronization solution targets such cases, as there traffic

organization can be achieved. The proposed solution can also

cover cases with event-based traffic where a certain delay can

be tolerated. For use cases where low delay event-based traffic

has to be supported, the proposed synchronization scheme is

not suitable and has to be complemented with a mechanism

for sending event-based traffic out-of-band in a similar way

as synchronization request are sent. Further, in addition of

providing a separate channel for such traffic, a dedicated

SF can be used for low delay event-based traffic. Such a

solution will offer lower packet error rates for such event based

transmissions compared to ALOHA, as they will share the

channel only with synchronization requests, which are sent at

a much lower duty cycle compared to what the real data traffic

duty cycle can be (1%).

As LoRaWAN networks operate in unlicensed spectrum,

there is always a risk that other nodes from other networks can

transmit and interfere with the scheduled traffic. The interfer-

ence effect will depend on the RSSI values seen at the receiver

and time shift of the interferer from the start of the main

transmission [15]. Nevertheless, the proposed synchronization

solution can be applied also to cross-LoRaWAN networks as
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well as cross-technology networks.

C. Throughput comparison

In this section we present a theoretical comparison of the

achievable network throughput between the unsynchronized

case and synchronized case. For simplicity, we model unsy-

chronized LoRa communication as ALOHA based communi-

cation.

Let N be the total number of end nodes in the network.

Each end node transmits every data period Tp, meaning that

there will be N transmissions per time period on average. The

duration of a transmission is called the frame time and we

consider it to be equal to the time slot duration TSlength.

Based on this, we can express G, the average transmission

attempts per frame time as:

G =
N ∗ TSlength

Tp
; (6)

The node transmissions during one data period are uni-

formly distributed. Therefore, the probability of a node trans-

mitting in a certain sub-interval, I, of the data period will be:

PTX [I] =
I

Tp
; (7)

while the probability that the node will not transmit in a certain

sub-interval, I, of the data period will be:

PnoTX [I] = 1−
I

Tp
; (8)

In order for a packet to be received correctly by the network,

there should be no other transmissions in two consecutive time

frames, 2 ∗ TSlength. In other words, in the interval of 2 ∗
TSlength. there should be one and only one transmission. The

probability that there will be one and only one transmission

in one sub-interval, I, of data period will be:

P1TX [I] =
I

Tp
(1−

I

Tp
)(N−1); (9)

where N is the total number of end nodes.

In case of ALOHA, normalized throughput, will be:

Th = G ∗ P1TX [2 ∗ TSlength] =

=
N ∗ TSlength

Tp
∗
2 ∗ TSlength

Tp
(1−

2 ∗ TSlength

Tp
)(N−1);

(10)

Equation 10 gives the throughput per frame time when

pure ALOHA is assumed. Considering now our out-of-band

synchronization solution, and assuming no false positives, the

probability that there will be only one transmission per time

slot (frame time) is always 1. As such, the throughput can be

expressed as:

Th = G =
N

Tp
; (11)

This formula gives the relation between the throughput and

the number of end devices and the data transmission period

of each end device. The maximal throughput is reached when

N becomes equal to Tp/TSlength, after which it will remain

constant as no new nodes can be scheduled. If we also take

into account the false positive rate of the Bloom filter, equation

11 becomes:

Th = (1− p)
N

Tp
; (12)

where p is the false positive probability.

In Figure 8, the average throughput per frame time normal-

ized by the maximum throughput considering a false positives

rate of 3% is shown, for each SF and for both the synchronized

and unsynchronized cases. The graphs are drawn using the

above formulas, the time slot lengths from Table I and a

traffic period of 600 seconds. In case of Aloha (Figure 8b) no

guard time was considered, only the frame time. It can be seen

that the maximal normalized throughput for the synchronized

case (8a) is always near 1 when the maximal number of end

devices that can be supported is reached, e.g. 224 end devices

for SF12 (see Table I). When the number of end devices

becomes larger, the throughput remains constant at its maximal

value, as unsynchronized nodes will not interfere with already

synchronized nodes. On the other hand, the throughput for

the unsynchronized case (8b) will continue to decrease once

it reaches its maximum. In this case, increasing the number of

end nodes will saturate the network and traffic will experience

a higher loss rate. It can be noticed that the maximal through-

put in case of ALOHA is reached for higher number of end

nodes compared with the synchronized case. This comes as a

fact that no guard time interval should be considered for Aloha

case. However, ALOHA throughput per frame time is much

lower than throughput in synchronized case. We are aware that

the ALOHA model is an underestimation of the real achievable

capacity, but it helps to show the trend of throughput decrease

for an increasing number of end nodes in the network.

Figure 8 showed the normalized throughput as a function

of the number of end devices, using formulas 10 and 12,

respectively. Here the frame time still assumes the use of

a guard time in order to account for the clock drift. This

means that under perfect conditions, i.e. no clock drift and

slots fully occupied by the data transmission only, the maximal

theoretically throughput will be significantly higher. In addi-

tion, LoRaWAN packets have some packet header overhead,

only part of the packet being used for the actual application

data. Both aspects have been considered in Figure 9, where

the maximum theoretically achievable goodput (application

layer data throughput) is plotted and compared against the

synchronized solution for different synchronization periods

and thus guard times and the unsynchronized case. In this case,

a clock drift of 10 ppm is assumed for the synchronization

case, while for the unsynchronized case the ALOHA model

is used. It can be seen that for lower spreading factors, the

synchronization case has a lower goodput due to the higher

ratio between the guard time and the actual duration of the

packet. Also differences can be seen in goodputs for different

synchronization periods. For lower synchronization periods the

guard time for clock drift can be kept smaller, resulting in a

higher achievable goodput. However, in any case the goodput
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TABLE III
THE WORST CASE PDR EXPERIENCED BY A SINGLE NODE FOR OUT-OF-BAND SYNCHRONIZATION VERSUS THE BEST CASE AND AVERAGE PDR FOR THE

UNSYNCHRONIZED CASE.

SF12 SF11 SF10

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

550 0.83 0.83 0.69 850 0.83 0.83 0.73 1250 0.83 0.83 0.77
600 0.83 0.83 0.65 900 0.83 0.83 0.70 1300 0.83 0.83 0.78
650 0.83 0.83 0.63 950 0.83 0.83 0.69 1350 0.83 0.83 0.78
700 0.83 0.66 0.61 1000 0.83 0.83 0.69 1400 0.83 0.83 0.73
750 0.83 0.66 0.60 1050 0.83 0.83 0.68 1450 0.83 0.83 0.73

SF9 SF8 SF7

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

# end
devices

Worst PDR
Synch

Best PDR
UnSynch

Avg PDR
UnSynch

1450 0.83 1 0.84 1650 0.83 1 0.88 1800 0.83 1 0.9
1500 0.83 1 0.82 1700 0.83 1 0.87 1850 0.83 1 0.89
1550 0.83 1 0.81 1750 0.83 1 0.88 1900 0.83 1 0.89
1600 0.83 0.83 0.81 1800 0.83 1 0.87 1950 0.83 1 0.89
1650 0.83 0.83 0.81 1850 0.83 1 0.87 2000 0.83 1 0.88
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Fig. 8. Average throughput per time frame. The time slot length for each SF
is taken from Table I while Tp = 600s. Only one data channel is considered
here and for the synchronized case a false positive rate of 3% is taken into
account for the Bloom filters.

for the synchronization case is higher than the goodput for the

unsynchronized case.

D. Battery Capacity Usage Overhead

Performing synchronization and scheduling comes at a

signaling cost and thus additional power consumption. As all
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Fig. 9. Throughput comparison between LoRa case (modeled as ALOHA),
synchronized case for different synchronization frequency and maximal
achievable throughput.

the end nodes are battery-powered it is relevant to evaluate the

impact of the synchronization overhead on the battery lifetime.

The overhead for the synchronization case will consist of

sending one synchronization request and receiving one syn-

chronization reply packet every synchronization period. For a

number of end devices that is lower than the maximum number

of end devices that can be served within one data period, the

synchronization overhead is only 1 packet per synchronization

period. In case of a synchronization period of 1 hour and a

data period of 10 minutes, 1 synchronization packet for every

6 data packets is needed, resulting in a ∼16% traffic overhead.

By increasing the synchronization period, this overhead can be

decreased at the expense of a larger Bloom filter data structure

in order to keep the false positive probability low. By doing

so, the better PDR will compensate the additional signaling

overhead, as in the unsynchronized case, energy is spent on

sending packets that will get lost due to collisions and that

might require retransmissions.

In case the number of end devices becomes higher than the

maximum number of end devices that can be supported, the
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Fig. 10. Synchronization overhead in battery capacity usage for different SFs
and different synchronization periodicity during a period of 1 year.

average synchronization overhead per device will be higher.

However, different mechanisms can be applied in such cases:

e.g. synchronization duty cycling (already implemented in

current solution), preventing nodes transmitting more than a

certain number of synchronization packets in a time period,

or even pre-calculation of the maximum supported number of

end devices.

To calculate the impact of the synchronization approach on

the battery lifetime, we consider cases where the number of

end devices is lower than the theoretical maximum. For these

calculations, we assume a SX1272 [29] LoRa chip for the end

devices. According to [29], a LoRa module will use 10.5 mA

in receive mode and 90 mA in transmit mode. Taking into

account that each node will send one synchronization request

of 15 bytes and will receive a synchronization reply of 28 bytes

we calculate the additional battery capacity consumption due

to synchronization and scheduling over a period of one year.

In Figure 10 the synchronization overhead in terms of

battery capacity usage is given for a period of one year. It

can be seen that by increasing the synchronization periodicity

to more than 3 days, the synchronization process will require

less than 3 mAh extra over one year period, except for SF12.

For SF12, a synchronization periodicity greater than 4 days

will decrease the battery capacity usage overhead to less than

3 mAh. In general, this battery capacity usage overhead is

much lower than what a node will use to transmit packets

that will never reach the network in the unsynchronized case,

as it was shown based on the number of packets delivered

to the network in Section VII-A and VII-B. Of course, an

optimal configuration must consider multiple aspects such as

clock drift, traffic periodicity, energy cost of synchronization,

size of Bloom filter data structure, etc.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a fine-grained synchronization and

scheduling mechanism for LoRaWAN class A devices that can

be realized on top of the existing LoRaWAN MAC layer. The

NSSE at the Network Server schedules uplink and downlink

traffic for end nodes by means of a central scheduler. Each end

node has to request time slots by contacting the NSSE before

it will be able to transmit data packets. Such requests can be

done either in-band or out-of-band. The NSSE uses a space-

efficient data structure, namely Bloom filters, to encode the

time slot indexes in order to reduce the synchronization packet

length and to be able to send more info towards the end node.

Time slots are assigned to end nodes based on their traffic

needs and other context information such as synchronization

periodicity, clock drifts, etc. The end node uses the same

filtering structure to find whether a time slot is part of the data

structure or not. The false positive probability will decrease

even further when using cryptographic hash functions with

high avalanche effect and limited time slot checking to limited

time windows.

By means of simulations, we showed the resulting packet

delivery ratio and total number of delivered data packets of our

solution. In both cases, in-band and out-of-band synchroniza-

tion, the synchronized method outperforms unsynchronized

communication in terms of PDR and total amount of delivered

data packets. In case of in-band synchronization, the total

number of delivered packets is lower than in case of out-of-

band synchronization, as the synchronization requests-replies

had to be scheduled in the same channels as the data traffic,

loosing thus some capacity. For out-of-band synchronization,

the PDR is 7% (for SF7) to 30% (for SF12) higher than for the

unsynchronized case. For saturated networks, the differences

in PDR become more profound as nodes are only scheduled

as long as they can be accommodated given the remaining

capacity of the network. In terms of synchronization overhead

it was shown that for a synchronization period higher than

3 days, the synchronization process will require less than 3

mAh extra battery capacity over a one year period per end

device. This is much lower than the battery capacity used by

end nodes to transmit data packets that never arrive at their

destination due to collisions.

To conclude, we can say that this paper has demonstrated

the feasibility of performing fine-grained synchronization and

scheduling in LoRaWAN networks, without requiring any

modifications to the MAC layer. The current analysis only

considered uniform periodic traffic as well as fixed time slots

length for all end nodes. One can easily think of more complex

scenarios with sparser and more heterogeneous traffic as well

as more advanced and intelligent algorithms that can use

different time slots length for end nodes. These aspects should

be considered as interesting follow-up work to extend the

current work. Also a multi-SF scheduling algorithm that takes

into account inputs from the physical layer, e.g. SNR and

RSSI values of the requesting node, can be considered as an

interesting extension. At least, the implementation of such a

synchronization procedure on real LoRaWAN devices can be

one of the future steps, in order to validate the approach in

practice.
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